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[ORAL HEARINC]

(1) This is a claimant's appeal against the unanimous decision dated 10 3uly 1984of a social security appeal tribunal ("the tribunal" ) brought by leave of thetribunal's chairman. By their decision the tribunal upheld the decision of anadjudication off icer issued on I June 1984 to the combined effect that invaliditypension was not payable frorq 31 May 1984 to 21 June 1984 (both dates included)because the claimant had not proved'that he was incapable of work by reason ofsome specific disease or bodily or mental disablement, and that by reason of hisnot being entitled to invalidity pension for that period invalidity allowance wasnot payable in respect of it either.

(2) My decision follows an oral hearing of the appeal on 17 October 1985 at whichthe claimant attended and gave evidence but was represented by Ms C Orbach ofthe claimant's local Welfare Rights Advice Centre and the adjudication officerwas represented by Mr.M.N. Qureshi of the Solicitor's Office, DHSS. I amindebted to both Ms. Orbach and Mr. Qureshi for helpful submissions, and inparticular to Ms. Orbach for the assiduity of her efforts to obtain "real life"evidence as to the specific job requirements pertaining to certain occupations,which, pursuant to a direction I had given at an earlier stage in the proceedings,were put forward by the adjudication officer as meriting consideration as towhether involving work of which the claimant could be regarded as having beencapable and which he could reasonably be expected to do at the material times.
(3) Af ter anxious consideration I have ultimately concluded that the appeal shouldbe allowed. My decison is that invalidity pension is payable from 3I May 1984to 21 3une 1984 (both dates included) because the claimant has proved that hewas incapable of work by reason of some specific disease or bodily or mentaldisablement over that period, and that invalidity allowance also is payable forthat period. My decision as to invalidity pension is given pursuant tosections 15(l) and 17(l)(a)(ii) of the Social Security Act 1975 ("the Act") and mydecision as to invalidity allowance pursuant to section 16(l) of the Act.

2. The claimant, a single man in his late 30's who resides with his mother, is heavily built



but not tall. He last worked in 1979, but there are still over 25 years of a normal workinglife span prior to retiring age still ahead of him. His education did not proceed beyondschool leaving age —indeed, as he himself put it, he left school "unofficially" at 13$. He hasno academic qualifications and no vocational qualifications of any formal kind. Prior to1980 he had last been working as a builders labourer, but his work experience had includedalso being a painter and working as an assembly line worker both in the domestic heatingappliance industry and in the engineering industry. He has never worked as a clericalworker, although a significant part of his daily routine since he ceased working has beenoccupied in reading, he writes a cogent and articulate letter in relation to hispocial securitybenefit position, and he can find his way about the case file in the present case without anyapparent difficulty. He is highly articulate, but the impression I gained from his evidencebefore me and his oral submissions additional to those of his representative was that hewould not be fitted, health conditions apart, for work involving either advanced reasoningability or the acquisition of any advanced non-manual skills.
3. It is not in dispute that at the material times the claimant was incapable of work as apainter or labourer, by re~son of a back condition, or that, so far as could be foreseen, henever again would be; or that on account of that condition and the pain it occasioned to him
he had justifiably given up working in those fields in 1979. The claimant's back condition has
been described as degenerative in character, and I am satisfied that this has exerted aconsiderable influence upon the claimant's own attitudes to his life. However, It is also notin dispute that he was in the earlier times after he had to abandon heavy manual worksubstantially overweight by reference to his height and age, and that this exacerbated thesymptoms arising from his back problems. More recently, however, he has substantiallyreduced his weight under a medical regime including both a special diet (taking account ofthe additional factor that he suffers from diabetes mellitus) ayd also of taking recommendeddaily walking exercise, 2 miles or so a day fthe latter element of the regime being directedadditionally to the avoidance of aggravation of his back symptoms if he remains static fortoo long). In evidence before me the claimant indicated, and I accept, that hp had on his

own initiative made a number of approaches to prospective employers in a variety of fieldsas to regaining employment, but without success. Whilst I accept that evidence, I amconstrained to evaluate it also in the light of the strong impression I formed at the hearingthat there is force in an observation to be found amongst the medical evidence in the casethat the claimant "lacks motivation" as to re-entering the field of employment. He has, inmy judgment, developed a strongly defeatist attitude, in the sense that his immediatereaction to any suggested form of employment is that he could not do it, or that he would ifit was available give it a try but would not expect to be able to do it for more than a day orso before having to give it up for a period of recoupment. And since it is clearly in theclaimant's own long term interests that he should re-enter the employment field if he can, I
have felt considerable concern in the case about the sapping of an already impairedinitiative as to making more of his life that I fear may ensue from success on the presentappeal. However, that is not a factor which I can allow to divert me from the true criteriaby reference to which I must perform my judicial duty. What I pave to decide is whether ornot the claimant was in the material period incapable by reason of some physical disease orbodily of mental disablement of performing work for which an employer would pay andwhich the claimant could reasonably be expected to do. And, for reasons I will seek toindicate, I have come to the conclusion that in the material period there was no such work.0. On 25 May 1980 the claimant's own doctor issued him with an "open" 28 day certificateindicating as the diagnosis of the disorder causing absence from work "degeneration ofcervical and lumbar spine". That would have expired on 21 June 1980 and is the first ofseveral items of medical evidence relied upon by the claimant in support of his case.Chronologically that medical evidence followed upon reports by DHSS examining medicalofficers on 23 March 1980 and 23 May 1980, both of which dates fell within periods as towhich the claimant's own doctor had issued him with a certificate advising him to refrain



from work. Those 2 reports were furnished by different examining medical officers, each ofwhom expressed the opinion that the claimant was capable of work "within limits". Therethen followed the adjudication officer's decision in respect of the material period adverse tothe claimant, and his appeal to the tribunal. His own doctor provided him in that contextwith an open letter dated 9 3uly 1980 in the material terms:-
"The above who is under my care I do not consider fit enough to do light manual work.I do not however think he is able (capable of) clerical work."

5. Though much later in time, it is convenient to interpose at this point that upon hisappeal before me the claimant additionally relied upon a consultant's report dated and basedupon an examination of the claimant at his request upon 12 September 1985. I accepteverything that is indicated in that report, but it is of very limited assistance to me becauseit is essentially in the nature of a provisional report based upon physical examination in thelight of the case history as explained to the consultant by the claimant, and contemplatesprovision of a further opinion in the light of later access to case notes and x-rays, referenceto which the author indicates would obviously be important. The opinion expressed in it by
'~ of conclusion is merely "it would seem likely therefore that [the claimant] has aupstanding problem with his cervical and lumbar spine which most likely would take theform of a degree of osteoarthritis and disc degeneration" - and I do not think that there isany controversy as to that. That consultant has, however, taken a careful case history fromthe claimant and made specific findings of his own which are of assistanc'e to me. 'Theclaimant, providing this information in September 1985, indicated that his back symptomsfirst came on some 18 years previously, spontaneous in nature and not associated with anydirect injury to the spine. Some 6 years previously to the date of examination, the claimantindicated, he had found it difficult to continue with his normal heavy form of employmentby reason of discomfort particularly in his Jbw back, and acquired disabled status. In thepast he had sustained injuries to his right forearm and elbow which had left him with whatthe consultant describes as a partially subluxated head of radius and a residual restriction ofmovement of that joint, in addition he complained of some discomfort in both knees andheels which the consultant indicated might suggest a minor underlying inflammatoryarthropathy. Over the years, the claimant indicated, he felt that his back had becomeincreasingly more painful, with a constant backache and episodes of more severe discomfortwhich could last for quite considerable periods of time; his back had remained somewhattroublesome even since discontinuing work. Over the years he had received courses ofphysiotherapy and hydrotherapy at the request of consultant orthopaedic surgeons, and hecurrently awaiting further investigation at a hospital. The report continues:-
"He also is a diabetic whose diabetes seems moderately controlled with oral drugs, buthe is complaining of rather bizarre paraestelesiae affecting the arms and legs, and Iwonder if he has in fact had an electromyographic examination to exclude a peripheraldiabetic neuropathy. He tells me that he feels incapable of any other work than thatof a labourer as he has received no skilled training in the past. For the present hefinds it difficult to walk for more than short periods of time, and feels quite unable tolift or carry heavy weights. Clinical examination shows him to be somewhatoverweight, being JO stones and only 5ft 6$ ins high. Examination of the cervical spineshows a decrease in flexion, but a greater limitation of extension, right and left lateralflexion and rotation. Examination of the lumbar spine reveals tenderness at the dorsolumbar junction as well as diffusely over the lumbosacral level. He is able to flexhands to knees with a greater decrease in extension, as well as some limitation of hisright and lef t lateral flexion and rotation. Reflexes and neurology in both the upperand lower limbs seem entirely normal. Examination of the right elbow shows alimitation of flexion, extension and supination, as a consequence of the longstandingdeformity of his right elbow joint."



6. The claimant in his evidence before me described, at Ms Orbach's invitation, a typicalday in his present regime. It started with waking in circumstances such that he had to movevery cautiously and bit by bit in order to get his body moving without incurring sudden acutepain. He rolled out of bed and with difficulty dressed. He had breakfast, and then spentabout half-an-hour reading the paper. After that he started on a morning walk, being underinstructions from his medical adviser to walk 2 miles a day. It was about a mile to thecentre of town and it took him about an hour to get there, pausing for rests on the waywhen, as he did, he experienced a burning tingling sensation in his legs. He would resumethe walk after 5 or 10 minutes rest. He would be home in time to eat lunch, he had a bedrest in part of the afternoon, and would spend the rest of the time until he retired to bedalternating, broadly, between periods of half and not exceeding three quarters of an hoursitting and reading and then standing up and walking about, of ten up and back down thestreet in which he lived, for exercise. Having retired, he would wake up about 3 times in thenight to walk around to ease his pain. He could not have a deep sleep, and if he movedsuddenly in his sleep he would wake up suddenly with sharp pain, otherwise it was an achingpain. This had been the position for around 3 years past. The claimant indicated that hewas under regular prescription of pain killers, one to be taken O-hourly, but that these didnot relieve his pain. He indicated also that whilst his weight had been 17$ stone in 1980 ithad come down to around 13 stone, apparently as a result of the prescribed diet and histaking walking exercise. Mr. Qureshi put to him that his weight was on the increase again asthe consultant's report had referred to 10 stone, but the claimant would not accept this - hisreference to 13 stone was approximate and had not been by admeasurement. I would hereinterpose that a loose reference to 13 stones might be to 13 stone 13, and a loose referenceto 10 stones might be to 10.0or more, and I do not regard any point established against theclaimant in respect of weight measurement.

7. A strenuous attack upon the evidence'of the examining medical officers upon whichMr. Qureshi's case relied was mounted both by Ms Orbach on the claimant's behalf, and, inamplification of that, by the claimant himself. Various inaccuracies were pointed to inreports spanning the period from 1980 to 1980 in which a number of such reports had beenrendered, but the main theme of the claimant's contentions was that because his conditionhad been characterised as degenerative it must be destructive of all credibility of theexamining officers'eports if and so far as - as could indeed be identified —any laterexamination found him less afflicted than an earlier. I have not been much impressed bythe attack so developed, since there is obvious room for significant difference of opinionbetween different medical men seeing a claimant at different times, and I do not propose togo into the minutiae of those criticisms. I should however indicate that I am rejecting asplaying any significant part in the grounds for my decision a report given dated7 August 1981 which expressed the opinion that the claimant was not incapable of work atthe occupation of painter/labourer, since a further report by a different doctor on20 September 1981 expressed the opinion that the claimant was incapable of work at thatoccupation but was capable of work within certain limits and includes an intimation "sinceour last report (6.8.81)further information has become available, namely that the claimantis a registered disabled person due to arthritis of the spine" —and that appears to me to bepregnant with the inference that the attention of the examining officer who had given thepredecessor report had not been alerted to the claimant having such a condition. Moreover,whilst not wholly irrelevant, the evidence one way or the other as to what was theclaimant's condition in years prior to 1980 is not in my judgment of any close assistance tome in determining the issues I have to determine in reference to the claimant's medicalcondition in the material period in 1980. I have already indicated the views of theclaimant's own doctor and the conclusions expressed by the 2 examining medical officerswhose reports in 198ii are on the case file. I must now turn to the latter in greater detail.
8- (1) The examining medical officer who gave the report of 23 March 1980 foundabnormality in 3 of the listed systems on Form RM9, namely abdominal,



locomotor and neuropsychiatric. He indicated that the claimant complained ofpainful neck and shoulder movements and occasional pins and needles in hand,painful also in low back and right knee. That doctor's general descriptioncontinues "he does have some arthritis spondylosis of spine (and right knee) butthis is not severe. He is overweight and also has mild diabetes mellitus whichdoes not seem to trouble him. I think he could do suitable work." He gave as hisdiagnosis mild cervical spondylosis, very mild lumbar spinal arthritis, very mildarthritis right knee, diabetes mellitus "(no symptoms today)" and obesity. Heindicated that the claimant was handicapped as to being unable to4o heavywork, indicated as working conditions to be avoided driving —"not HCV or PSV"and outdoor work in all weathers. He graded the claimant's functions as full asregards the climbing of stairs walking and standing, also as to use of hands,graded the claimant's functions as "slight impairment" as to both shoulders, botharms, kneeling, and bending; substantial impairment in climbing ladders and
"2-3"- ie. between slight and substantial impairment - as regardslifting/carrying. Under general remarks he indicated:-

"This man is overweight and has a mild degree of arthritis, spondylosisdegenerative "[iJJegiblej" in spine also mild arthritis. R knee and diabetesmellitus — the latter presently with no symptoms today and appears to bewell controlled. He could do light average manual work within abovelimits. ERC not likely to be helpful but could be tried if he were willing."
(2) The report of the examining medical officer dated 23 May 1980 referred to theclaimant's locomotor condition as the only system as to which abnormality wasdetected, but that falls to be read in the context of the general descriptionwhich next follows, since that refers firstly to arthritis of back - lumbar andcervical spine; but then goes on to record also diabetes millitus andpolyarthralgia. He considered the claimant handicapped in frequent bending, inheavy lifting, and in climbing, and in work requiring "frequent neck movementsor frequent shoulder movements". He indicated as working conditions to beavoided driving PSV or HGV and working at heights - he did not preclude outdoorwork in all weathers. His grading of functions can be characterised asdemonstrating greater impairment than had the previous report. He consideredthe claimant to have full function only as regards both hands, and in climbingstairs, graded both walking standing and bending as "slight impairment", andlifting/carrying as "2-3", but kneeling as "substantial impairment" and climbingladders as "nil function". He regarded the claimant's disablement by reason ofarthritis of neck spine and lower spine as likely to continue, but the diabetesmillitus as appearing to be controlled. He also indicated under general remarks:-

"Today he had arthralgia in both knees (causing restrictive movement) andin the L Elbow (fulJ movements). He is much Jess overweight than inSeptember 198J. He would be fit for work within the above limits. Heshould have regular hours and regular meals. He has been to ERC inNov/Dec 1980".

(3) It is not in dispute that the claimant did attend an ERC course in l980 - of it he
has indicated, and I accept, that it involved standing for longer periods than he
could manage, in consequence of which he had a number of days not on thecourse to recover from days when he had attended and had had to stand forsubstantial periods.

9. The overall conclusion I have formed in regard to the claimant's medical condition is
that he undoubtedly does suffer the symptoms of which he complains, and has substantial



difficulties to contend with. But so do many people who nevertheless manage to carry on asuccessful working life despite their handicaps. And I think that a measure of the claimant'sacute awareness of pain, discomfort and disablement is attributable to the lack under hispresent regime of any distraction from concentration upon his ailments. I observed, forexample, that with only one move, of a few feet, from one seat in the courtroom to anotherthe claimant was able to sustain a close concentration upon the presentation of his appealwithout visible discomfort after an hour, and that he made his his way back to his originalposition without apparent difficulty until asked by me whether he wished to take a breakfrom sitting by standing up and walking about the back of the courtroom, whereupon hedecided he would. And, having done that for a few minutes, he returned to his seat and tookan active part in the proceedings to their conclusion approximately an hour later againwithout apparent interference with his concentration by reference to any ailment or pain. I
did not in the circumsances as a whole accept that the extent of his disabilities was so greatthat he should be considered incapable of work in the relevant sense without further inquiry
into what if any work he might be able to do for which an employer would pay and which hecould reasonably be expected to do. It is not, however, in my judgment proper to proceed in
such a case as his upon a general assumption that within the limits set by the secondexamining medical officer in 1980 (as being the more favourable to his case of the 2) there"must be some work he can do". True it is that the burden of proof of incapacity rests upon
the claimant. But where a claimant demonstrates that he suffers from acknowledgedmedical conditions impairing his general command of full functions one has, in my judgment,
to go closely into the "real life" duties required in particular occupations and see how theindividual circumstances of the claimant (both medically and in relation to his education,training and experience) would or would not, upon the balance of probabilities, qualify him
to "fit the bill".

IO. In response to my anticipatory direct?ons in this behalf the following were indicated by
the adjudication officer as details of occupations which the claimant might be capable ofperforming, bearing in mind his age, education, and state of health:-

"a. An assistant in a builder's merchant or Do-It-Yourself type of establishmentwith no heavy lifting and no ladder work; the claimant's previous experience inthis trade should assist;

b. Light work as a viewer - involved in examining manufactured products by sightand touch for conformance to specifications but only using light measuringinstruments such as gauges, rulers, protractors etc;
c- Light assembly work - fixing together by hand previously prepared parts in abatch or mass production assembly line;
d. Attendant type job in museum, garage or place of interest - being in a boothcollecting money and issuing tickets. There are usually facilities in these typesof jobs for sitting or standing and for changing position if required."ll. In the light of those suggestions Ms Orbach instituted a number of inquiries, not all ofwhich met with any response, and in addition the claimant produced several recent letters in

respect of jobs for which he had applied but in respect of which his application had not beensuccessful. Whilst I accept the factual evidence afforded by the latter, they are notexpressed in terms of sufficient materiality to the issues with which I am concerned toprovide me with any significant assistance in determining those issues. However, theproduct of Ms. Orbach's inquiries I have found much more helpful.
l2. (I) First of all, she has obtained from a partner in a hardware store in the claimant'shome locality an expression of opinion that a person working in a hardware/DIY



store would need to be able to lift heavy weights, and that a person with anyback problems would be a liability to the store.
(2) Secondly, she has produced a letter from the District Secretary of theAmalgamated Union of Engineering Workers in the claimant's own locality whichindicates as follows:-

"In response to your request for assistance in connection with possibleemployment on light assembly by an employee with restricted.'elbow andarm movement, together with problems with the spine, it would be thatphysically he would be unable, for any length of time, to control his handseffectively to carry out assembly work.

Normally all simple assembly jobs require more wrist, elbow or forearmmanipulation and as these appear to be problem to your client it wouldappear unlikely that this job would be suitable.

You also refer to viewing as an alternative. This would depend on the sortof company where that employment would be carried out, as viewing oftenentails the movement of parts and although single parts may be light inweight, it is usual that viewing sections receive some parts in morenumbers, and that lifting is to be carried out, unless the most modernconveyor system were in operation, and in my knowledge there is verylittle evidence in this district of companies having seated non-activeviewers."

(3) Next she has produced a letter from the proprietor of a local Toy Museum whichindicates:—

"I regret that a person with the disabilities you describe would be totallyunsuitable for the position of attendant in any museum.

Any attendant would have to be alert and quick moving at all times tosecure the safety of the premises, show cases and exhibits as well aspatrolling constantly (up and down the stairs). There are occasions whenunruly teenagers have to be ejected, sometimes forcibly.
There are many other tasks an attendant would be expected to performduring quiet periods, such as cleaning and dusting and generally keeping thegalleries tidy. The job of attendant in this museum would only be suited toan able bodied person and there is no possibility of considering a disabledperson."

(0) Ms Orbach also produced a letter from the curator of another local museumabout the duties of a museum attendant. That indicates as follows:—
"My attendants at both ...and ...have duties that fall into 3 broadcategories:

A. Cleaning

B. Security

C. Miscellaneous.



The cleaning jobs involve both light and moderately heavy work such as thecleaning of high windows and walls. The security work involves the abilityto move quickly from floor to floor of the museum during the supervisionof visitors and to stand or walk for long periods. In addition to these dutiesthe attendants are required to do a wide variety of tasks to assist themuseum staff. These can and do include:-

(1) Moving display cases - sometimes heavy.

(2) Assisting in the loading and unloading of vehicles.

(3) Helping in the erection of display stands.

Although we are equal opportunity employers and are indeed very anxiousto employ disabled people, I would be unhappy at the thought of employingas an attendant someone unable to meet all the physical demands of thepost."

(3) Lastly, Ms Orbach obtained a job description and application form from a localself-service garage, in repect of a vacancy for a cashier. I need not go intofurther detail about the application form than to indicate that it includes aspecific enquiry "do you suffer from any health difficulties". I will set out thetext of the job description sheet in full:-

"VACANCY FOR A CASHIER

We have an immediate vacancy for a cashier at this station. The terms andconditions of employment would be covered by a written contract with thefollowing as a general description of the job.
HOURS We are open 7 days a week throughout the year closingonly on Christmas Day and Boxing Day. We work 2 shiftseach day:

IMorning shift: 7.00 am to 2.30 pm
(Sundays: 8.00 am to2.30 pm)

Afternoon shift: 2.00 pm to 11.00pm
(Sundays: 2.00 pmto 10.00 pm)

You would be required to work a roster that would give you 4 shifts inevery 6 days - by rotation you would work each shift in turn. If othermembers of the staff are away you might be required to work some extrashifts. We run a holiday credit scheme and this effectively gives you 3weeks paid holiday a year.

WORK You would be responsible for the accurate control of cashand other proceeds of this self-service station, and forserving customers with courtesy and efficiency. Youwould be expected to take part in the general cleaning ofthe station and the presentation of the merchandise. Youwill be given careful training for the work. There aretimes when you will be working on your own. You wouldbe required to wear our smart uniform.
[There is then a paragraph about pay, which I need not detail.]



APPLICANT This job would suit a mature and responsible person ofpleasant appearance and manner. We would require 2references, preferably from most recent employers."
13. I have set out the foregoing in full because I was in another recent case given tounderstand that the DHSS have difficulty in obtaining relevant information as to thepresent — day job requirements for particular present — day jobs. I will now express myconclusions upon the suggestions made by the adjudication officer.

Whilst many wholesale and retail establishments employ a cashier, that particularoccupation requires skills in figure work as to which the claimant has no relevant pastexperience, and I doubt has the necessary educational skills either. I reject thatoccupation as suitable. The assistants employed will ordinarily be as sales assistant,and I read the suggestions under head (a) in this context. Apart from the prolongedstanding involved in the occupation of sales assistant, for which I consider theclaimant's medical conditions at the material time entirely unfitted him, I consider theconcept of there being employment in such capacity in such an establishment whichinvolves neither heavy lifting nor "ladder work" (or at least climbing up and downsteps, getting stock to the sales counter and into the customer's custody) as being - inthe context of a builder's merchant or Do-It- Yourself type of establishment - entirelyunrealistic. And whilst not directly comparable with a hardware store, I think thatwhat the hardware store proprietor has indicated is properly to be taken as generallyrepresentative of a "Do-It-Yourself" store. A builder's merchants establishment is, inmy view, of a very different order and invariably requires the handling of heavy andoften awkward materials. I do not consider either of these suggestions as remotelyaffording a type of work of which the claimant was capable at the material time andcould reasonably be expected to do.

15. As regards "light work as a viewer" the claimant has, for a start, no experience inusing such measuring instruments as are referred to. But, beyond that, I accept the realitiesof the tasks involved as intimated by the Trade Union officer's letter. This also I reject aswork fulfilling the material prescription in the claimant's case.
16. As to head (c), assembly work is frequently done on "piecework" and as part of ateam —and I accept the claimant's own evidence, based on his own experience as anassembly line worker, that he could not at the material times have kept up the level oftivity required but would have had to be "carried" by the rest of the team. As regards~hter bench assembly work, that is in my judgment ruled out in the claimant's case by theneed for prolonged sitting involved.

i7. As regards head (d), I am satisfied that the claimant was not capable of doing theattendant's job where the job description was of the character indicated in respect of the 2museums in regard to which Ms Orbach has made inquiry and received particulars. Theconsideration of this head does not, however, stop there, because - in fairness to theadjudication officer who put the suggestions forward —I take him to be contemplating jobactivities consisting exclusively in "being in a booth collecting money and issuing tickets".And although the adjudication officer has not provided any supportive evidence as to suchjobs existing, it is in my judgment a matter of common general knowledge that they do, in anumber of different fields. I am not, however, persuaded that what is no more than anassertion that "there are usually facilties in these types of jobs for sitting or standing andfor changing position if required" bears up to the reality. Moreover a number of such postsrequire constant bending and reaching to take money and hand out tickets, and this is clearlyunsuitable for someone with a substantial back condition, which I am prepared to accept theclaimant has. I have not overlooked that there is, in addition, within the occupation of "carpark attendant" a type of work where the attendant is not confined in a booth and



undoubtedly can move about tolerably freely - but this normally involves outdoor work in allweathers, and that I, note, was —as I would expect, - a work condition indicated in theMarch l980 report as one to be avoided. I therefore rule in the claimant's favour under thishead also.

18. I have given close consideration as to whether the claimant might not have beencapable of working in some simple clerical capacity, notwithstanding that he has no priorwork experience in point, in the light of his competence in the written word as demonstratedin the conduct of his present appeal. There is, however, to my mind a sense of unrealityabout "simple clerical work", not more closely specified, in reference to moderncommercial, industrial and business conditions. Long periods of sitting apart, I am notconvinced that simple "pen pushing" exists as an occupation for which employers now pay.What may be broadly defined as secretarial occupations demand typing skills, if not moreadvanced techniques, and often educational qualifications which the claimant could notremotely meet, in addition. And, as the evidence stands, I am not prepared to hold againstthe claimant on this postulation.

l9. It is in my judgment clear that (in accordance with established authorities which werereferred to in the submissions of the adjudication officers both to the tribunal and to me ofwhich the claimant has been furnished with a copy, and to which I do not therefore proposeto refer in detail) the question of the claimant's capacity or otherwise for work fell at thematerial time to be decided by reference to the whole field of employments for which anemployer would pay a worker, subject to it being work which the claimant could reasonablybe expected to do. And, subject to the outturn of the further medical investigations whichthe consultant's provisional report indicated were in prospect quite recently, I believe that ifthe claimant was willing to give it his enthusiastic support, and if the facilities could beprovided to offer it to him, the claimant has capacities, at present undeveloped, for theduties of an occupation within the field of indoor office or stores work in a clericalcapacity for which he could be trained and which might well then "get him out of himself"and back into the field of employment, and that this would be in his own best interests. Iam, however, unable as the evidence stands before me to satisfy myself that there is in factany "real life" occupation for which present day employers do pay and which the claimantcould reasonably be expected to perform having regard to his overall circumstances andexisting capacities as they stood at the material times. And on that account I have arrivedat the decision on his present appeal which I have already indicated.

(Signed) I.Edwards-3ones
Commissioner

Date: 20th November l985


